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1.Abstract

In this thesis, we present the adaptation of the Bidirectional Path Tracing algorithm for
modern Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) architectures, in order to implement a global
illumination approximation with the most photorealistic possible results. Bidirectional Path
Tracing consists of an advanced stochastic path tracing method, which combines the ideas of
creating paths of light, that start from the light emitter and of gathering light to the
collecting sensor (scene camera). We will also discuss the influence of the path and light
tracing algorithms and their incorporation into the Bidirectional Path tracing algorithm. To
the extent of the presentation of the algorithm, a demonstration of the Nvidia Optix API
follows, which consists of an interactive GPU path tracing framework based on Nvidia’s
CUDA –C programming language. Such GPU-based APIs, maximize the utilization of the vast
computational power of modern and future GPUs, inherited from their architectural ability
of solving efficiently massively parallel problems and aiming for an ambitious goal of real
time ray-traced graphics in the imminent future. In conclusion, we will present the
implementation of an Optix-based GPU Bidirectional Path Tracer, which was created for the
illustration of the technique, proving the feasibility of the idea of a GPU port of the
algorithm. The usage of the computational power of the GPU gave us the opportunity to
create a fast interactive application, dealing with the main deficiency of previous CPU-based
implementations to provide immediate feedback. Several rendered images are shown to
highlight the ability of the algorithm to produce high quality images efficiently, comparing
either to a CPU Bidirectional Path Tracer or a GPU Path Tracer especially in difficult cases.
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2.Introduction

The main goal of image synthesis research in computer graphics was, throughout its history,
the development of methods in modeling and rendering of a three dimensional geometry
scene as accurately and efficiently as possible. The photorealistic representation of a
synthetic scene was the main goal for researchers long before real-time computer graphics
became a part of the entertainment industry through video gaming. Such photorealism is
feasible only via an accurate simulation of the Global Illumination (G.I.). This is a general
name that describes a family of algorithms, that do not only compute the direct lighting as
happens in direct illumination real-time algorithms but import into the process the accurate
calculation of the diffuse inter-reflection between the surfaces in the scene, called indirect
illumination . Simulating the way light traverses a scene in real-world, abiding by the rules of
light-physics, is the most accurate way of reproducing photorealistic results. In recent years,
even direct illumination techniques have developed specific methods that give some
definition to the indirect lighting. These methods generally try to mimic the way indirect
illumination algorithms propagate light into the scene, but this procedure is done by crude
approximations to produce fake global illumination effects. In this category of algorithms,
we can locate the screen space algorithms, such as Screen Space Ambient Occlusion, Screen
Space Directional Occlusion and Reflective Shadow Maps. Those techniques try to imitate
the indirect lighting using local geometry information near the point to be lighted. Even
though these techniques have revolutionized the way real time graphics applications could
perform, the results are not photorealistic enough for the industry segment that emphasizes
on quality lighting rather than real time execution speed.

Figure 2.1 An illustrative example of direct only lighting on the left and global illumination approximation on
the right. Pay attention to the refraction caustics and the definition of the shadowed areas.

In order to fulfill the need for quality representation of global illumination several
photorealistic methods were proposed in recent years. Most of these methods belong
generically to the family of ray/path tracing algorithms. The evolution of path tracing
algorithms depended on the simultaneous advance in the abilities of the corresponding
hardware. Photorealistic rendering is mainly used in computer aided industrial and
architecture design, visual effects in the movie industry and generally for artistic projects.
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Historically, the burden of the image computation fell on the CPU. The CPU is a versatile
generic processor with easy access to arbitrary amounts of RAM, which has also reached a
high level of refinement in terms of availability of evolved programming languages for
development. Until recent years, the CPU was the only option for rendering and its
inadequacy to execute the computationally heavy and parallel task of graphics rendering
was a major setback in the evolution of both theory and practice of photorealistic rendering.
Until the introduction of Ray tracing in 1980 by T.Whitted [Whi80] the rendering procedure
consisted of direct lighting simulation models adding an “ambient” light coefficient to negate
the effects of the lack of actual indirect lighting. Gradually, these direct lighting algorithms
such as Phong shading, Goureaud shading, Shadow Volumes and Torrance/Cook Shading
provided increasingly better results but far from photorealistic. After the introduction of Ray
Tracing by T.Whitted [Whi80] followed by the Distributed ray tracing extension [CPC84]
which added stochastic characteristics to the handling of scene materials, several research
results formulated the physically based family of path tracing algorithms. One of the most
important, mathematical additions was the introduction of The Rendering Equation by
J.Kajiya [Kaj86] and the Light Tracing algorithm by J.Arvo [Arv86] in 1986. We must note that
these algorithms were very slow to be executed even on the simplest of scenes. In his paper,
T.Whitted noted that a simple image with 2 spheres over a textured rectangle took 72
minutes to compute with resolution of 640X480. More complex scenes had rendering times
that ranged from several hours to days. The most photorealistic addition to the path tracing
family of algorithms was the Bidirectional Path Tracing algorithm which was proposed by
Eric LaFortune in 1993 [LaW93] and was evolved by Eric Veach and Leonidas Guibas in 1997
[Vea97] that proposed the Metropolis Light Transport method. The bidirectional path tracing
is the algorithm of choice for implementation in this dissertation and its GPU
implementation will be described in the last chapter.
The last step in this historical review will be the Reyes Micropolygon Rendering architecture.
This technique consists of a rendering method which is tweaked to fit the needs of movie
industry special effects. It was first developed by R.L.Cook and L.Carpenter in 1982 at
Lucasfilms movie production company [CCC87] and the aim was to produce a fast, high
quality renderer for complex images. Reyes renders curved surfaces, such as those
represented by parametric patches, by dividing them into micropolygons, small
quadrilaterals each less than one pixel in size. Although many micropolygons are necessary
to approximate curved surfaces accurately, they can be processed with simple, parallelizable
operations. A Reyes renderer tessellates high-level primitives into micropolygons on
demand, dividing each primitive only as finely as necessary to appear smooth in the final
image. Next, the programmer has to provide the system with its own arbitrary lighting and
texturing functions written into a shading language to complete the procedure. This part
may contain shading algorithms that can be custom or using minimalistic ray tracing
techniques. This technique was widely used in rendering 3D animation movies and visual
effects in the last thirty years. Most important movies were the Star Wars series and the
animation movies made by Pixar and Disney.
Until around 2008, the CPU driven path tracing was the only solution and even though the
rendering quality of the algorithms and the computation power has evolved dramatically
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since the first steps of the technology, CPU –path tracing fails to produce interactive or realtime results.
In later years, the introduction of GPUs into the market and the subsequent evolution of its
hardware stated a landmark in the evolution of rendering. The main goal of the GPUs at the
time of their introduction was to offload the burden of rendering from the CPU to this new
independent processor. Consequently, they were originally designed to boost the graphic
capabilities of a computer especially in real time gaming applications. The evolution of the
GPUs was even faster than that of the CPU’s, a fact that fuelled the implementation of real
time direct illumination algorithms and visual effects used mainly in gaming applications. An
example of the evolution of GPUs is that the first devices could hardly handle simple three
dimensional scenes with crude details or pseudo three-dimensional scenes, which were
actually two-dimensional scenes giving the impression of a third dimension. But ten years
after their introduction in the late ninety’s, the computing power was enough to render in
very sophisticated illumination algorithms accompanied visual effects in real time and at
high resolutions. The most noteworthy advance in this evolutionary process was Crytek’s
attempt to simulation a global illumination approximation in its real time CryEngine in 2007.
They simulated the indirect lighting using the Screen Space Ambient Occlusion (S.S.A.O.)
method in which was noted previously. The introduction of indirect illumination
approximation in real time application imposed new higher graphics standards over the
gaming production.

Figure 2.2 The evolution of real time computer graphics . On the left “Call of Duty 2” from 2000 and on the
right an example of Crytek’s latest engine (2011)

One of the architecture changes in GPU devices and subsequently in the graphics
programming that made possible to achieve such level of realism was the promotion of an
increasingly programmable graphics pipeline. During the ten years from 1999 to 2009, the
graphics pipeline transformed from a rigid fixed pipeline to a fully user programmable
architectural model.
As years passed the increase of raw computing power of the GPUs outpaced that of the
CPUs computed in FLOPS (floating point operations per second). As a result of the
architectural maturity and the subsequent increase in power, the GPUs evolved intuitively to
8

become highly parallel processors with hundreds or thousands of micro-processors called
either CUDA cores (Compute Unified Device Architecture, by NVIDIA) or Stream processors
by AMD/ATI.

Figure 2.3 The evolution of computing power on CPUs and GPUs; it would be interesting to add that newer
graphics cards provide even sharper increase extending the gap between the two kinds of processors

As an example, the NVIDIA’s flagship commercial card GTX-690 today based on GK104
chipset hosts 3072 CUDA cores running at 1GHZ housing 3GB of dedicated vRAM and
respectively AMD’s flagship Radeon HD 7990 sports 4096 stream processors clocked at
850MHZ with 3GB of vRAM.
As a result of this sharp increase of computing power and the parallel evolution in GPU
pipeline architecture, several programming APIs emerged during the last five years, aiming
to exploit this growing potential to achieve general-purpose computing on graphics
processing units (or GPGPU). The main GPGPU APIs are NVIDIA’s CUDA, Khronos Group’s
OpenCL and Microsoft’s DirectCompute, mainly using variations of the C programming
language transformed for execution on GPU devices. In the last chapter of this dissertation,
we will present an implementation that uses the NVIDIA OptiX API, which is a path tracing
framework based on NVIDIA CUDA API. OptiX will also be presented in a separate chapter.
The next step is to efficiently adapt those scientific problems that could benefit of a parallel
execution environment. The ultimate goal for the computing industry today is a hybrid CPU9

GPU future, using both processors for performance and economic reasons, exploiting each
one at where it performs best. With the performance gap between the two kinds of
processors widening, the near future reserves for GPUs a leading role in general purpose
computing and that of a coordinator for the CPU which would also undertake the
responsibility of executing naturally single-tasked procedures.
Among numerous other problems, image rendering is by its nature the kind of procedure
that can benefit from parallel execution through hundreds of simultaneous threads. Even
more specifically path tracing algorithms have not any structural requirements that could
inhibit them from efficient execution on modern GPUs. On the contrary, the ray generation
process is highly parallelizable as any graphics related procedure, taking advantage of the
numerous cores of modern GPUs. Indeed, the last three years increasing number of
professional image processing, visual effects and graphics suites have endorsed OpenCL or
CUDA powered execution. Adobe’s suites like After Effects CS5, Premiere Pro and Photoshop
Folding@Home scientific research project, several renderers such as Indigo and media
players like CyberLink’s suites are some examples of the contemporary applications that use
either CUDA or OpenCL for rendering or GPGPU purposes.

Figure 2.4 A photorealistic path traced rendering of an outdoors scene

In this dissertation, we will emphasize on the implementation of an interactive Bidirectional
Path Tracing renderer on the GPU using the NVIDIA OptiX API, which is a subject that has not
yet been presented by the scientific community. The description of our work is preceded by
an analysis of the mathematical and algorithmic framework that will be used in the
implementation. The API’s brief presentation, that follows, is complemented by the related
scientific work on the subject of GPU rendering demonstrating important contemporary
papers and commercial implementations of GPU renderers. In this chapter, several
10

implementations will be presented that indicate that passing to GPU-based path tracing
brings viable interactive results with modern hardware and that the future of image
rendering will indisputably shift the rendering burden to the GPU. It is clear that a paradigm
shift is taking place as of the importance of GPUs in general-purpose computing and the
industry is moving towards real-time photorealistic image rendering in the medium term.
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3.Theoretical Background
Before presenting the main Bidirectional Path Tracing algorithm, it would be necessary to
clarify the basic mathematical terms and definitions used in the family of path tracing
algorithms. For a precise simulation of the behavior of light, we need to determine several
radiometric quantities to describe the light qualities. Finally, the description of the
Rendering Equation is necessary for the realistic global illumination computation.

3.1 Radiometric Quantities
Radiometry consists of a set of mathematical ideas and tools used to describe the light
propagation in global illumination simulation. Radiometry has derived from an abstraction
that considered light to be infinitely small particles flowing though space. In our description
of the relevant algorithms, we will assume that it travels only in straight lights at infinitely
speed. With these limitations, only some fringe light effects cannot properly be visualized,
such as polarization of light or other effects that are based on the Maxwell’s equations
approach of the nature of light.
3.1.1 Flux
Flux is often denoted as Φ, and describes the flow of energy measured in Watts. Flux is the
amount of optical energy passing through a certain area during a given time.
Symbolizing dQ the amount of energy and dt the unit of time, Φ is the rate of the flowing
energy:
(1)

3.1.2 Solid angles
A sound theoretical description of global illumination algorithms requires the integration of
functions over the hemisphere centered over a point. Thus, a measure for the contents of a
hemispherical area is needed in order to define a meaningful integral. This is called a solid
angle and is defined as the surface area on the hemisphere divided by the squared
hemisphere radius (usually r = 1). Its unit is named steradian. Using this measure and a
transformation to spherical coordinates, a solid angle is represented as Θ= (φ,θ), with φ and
θ being the azimuth and elevation, respectively. We then define a differential solid angle:

(2)
where dθ and dφ are the differential elevation and azimuth. The decrease in hemispherical
area near the horizon is the reason for the additional sine factor. The integral can be
expressed:
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(3)

Where Ω+ is denoting the upper hemisphere and is :

Figure 3.1: Solid angle subtended by
object c in 3D

3.1.3 Irradiance and Radiant Exitance
Irradiance is the area density of flux arriving at a certain surface and it will be denoted as E .
In the contrary, radiant exitance is the area density of flux leaving a surface and will be
thereon substituted by M. The quantities have measurement units of Watts per m2 . The
term irradiance is sometimes used for both the quantities above, according to Matt Phar and
Greg Humphreys [PH10] , the difference should be clarified.
Irradiance is defined as:
(4)
Where Φ is the optical flux and A is the area of the surface.

3.1.4 Radiance
The most important radiometric quantity is the radiance, L. Radiance is defined as the flux
density per unit area per unit solid angle. In other words, radiance is equal to the irradiance
per unit solid angle.
(5)
Where A⊥ is the projected area of dA on a hypothetical surface perpendicular to ω.
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Figure 3.2 Radiance L is defined as the flux per unit solid sphere per projected area dA

Radiance is the key measurement for all the algorithms that will be presented in this
dissertation, including the Bidirectional Path tracing algorithm. One property of this quantity
that makes it irreplaceable in several path tracing algorithms is the ability to maintain its
value across the length of the rays , through empty space. It is thus a natural quantity to be
used , especially with the simplification of the nature of air to be empty space.
When discussing about Radiance in a global illumination context, one should make a
distinction between the incoming and the outgoing radiance. The original approach of one of
the most important contributors in Bidirectional Path Tracing ,Eric Veach 1997 [Vea97] was
to distinguish the incoming Radiance at a point p as Li (p,ω) and the outgoing as Lo(p,ω).
We should remark that on the same point generally these two measurements are not equal,
with the exception of the purely diffuse material.
From the above, stems that irradiance is the integral of the radiance function over the
hemisphere centered over point X.
(6)

Where Nx is the normal vector at the point X.
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3.2 The BRDF and BTDF
The bidirectional reflectance distribution function is formalism for describing the reflection
on a surface, given the amount of incoming radiance. More specifically we get to know the
amount of radiance exiting through a direction ωo ( Lo(p, ωo) ) as a result of incident
radiance along the direction ω i , ( Li (p, ω i) )
So BRDF is defined as :
(7)

Physically based BRDFs have these two distinct characteristics:
First, is reciprocity; For all pairs of directions ωi and ωο
(8)

And second, is the energy conservation, which means that the total energy of the outgoing
light is less than or equal to the energy of the incoming light.
In the case of transmittance of light through a transparent object we have the bidirectional
transmittance distribution function, or BTDF with similar qualities but with the most possible
exit hemisphere to be the one centered opposite from the geometry’s normal.
It is obvious in this case that reciprocity is not being obeyed in this situation.
For our convenience, when we are considering either of these two characteristics for the
material of a surface we will be referring to its BSDF which stands for bidirectional scattering
distribution function.

3.3 The rendering equation
Having presented the most important radiometric quantities, the next step in explaining the
simulation of global illumination, is to introduce to the reader the rendering equation.
The rendering equation is the cornerstone of photorealistic computer graphics and consists
of an integral equation in which the outgoing radiance at a point is given as the sum of the
reflected and emitted radiance at this point. It was introduced at the SIGRAPH 1986 by
James Kajiya[Kaj86] and David Immel [ICG86] each working independently.

The rendering equation derives from the equation of BRDF as follows:
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(9)

(10)

(11)
If in this equation we add the possible light emission Le from point p, in the case of selfemitting surfaces :
(12)

We can replace the solid angle of incidence dωi with the geometric patch the light comes
from.
Let q be the first visible point along the direction of the ray then:
(13)

Figure 3.3 Visualization of the used quantities dω , θ , dA and r
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Replacing the incident solid angle in the above equation we get:

(14)

Let :

(15)

Now we need to move from the domain of visible surfaces to the domain of all the surfaces
in our scene and to do so we introduce a new term that is defining the visibility V(p,q)
between the p and q points:

(16)
This the final form of the rendering equation.
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3.4 The Monte Carlo Integration

The term “Monte Carlo” was apparently first used by Ulam and von Neumann as a Los
Alamos code word for the stochastic simulations they applied to building atomic bombs.
Their methods, involving the laws of chance, were aptly named after the international
destination famous for its casino.
The Monte Carlo Integration is a mathematical tool needed in the path tracing algorithm for
the evaluation of the global illumination. Using the Monte Carlo Integration, we evaluate
integrals based on a selection of random samples in the integration domain. In our case, the
target is to evaluate the radiance that is flows through a pixel or a point in the scene.
Given an arbitrary function, f(x) in the interval [a,b] and selecting the N random samples
uniformly into the interval, we get:
(17)

Where xi, are the samples of the random function.

As it is obvious, each computation of the approximation, will yield different results but on
average the value will be the same.
Selecting random samples uniformly, provides the assurance that the function will
eventually converge to a desirable value but the speed of convergence is relatively slow, at
rate of

, and in certain cases it can produce high variance in the final result. The main

solution to confront this problem is to draw samples from a non-uniform distribution with
probability density function (PDF) p(x). This method, called importance sampling, can bias
the sampling towards significantly different direction than desired, in the case that the
sampling PDF is not suitable for the function in question. The selection of a fitting PDF with
the function is crucial for the successful computation.
Provided that:

Then:
(18)
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Figure 3.4 Example of uniform and biased Probability Density Functions

3.5 The path tracing algorithm
The main usage of the Monte Carlo Integration in computer graphics is to approximate the
Rendering Equation, presented above. The most important family of algorithms that make
use of this method are the path tracing algorithms.
In path tracing, we solve the rendering equation by using Monte Carlo Integration. Path
tracing is a recursive method and instead of integrating over the entire hemisphere of
directions over a specific surface, it samples this hemisphere to get a direction ωi . The
radiance that is reflected from the point approximates the actual reflected radiance by
dividing it with the probability of sampling this ωi .
The Monte Carlo integration is now given as :
(19)

Where θ is the angle between the surface normal and the direction of incoming radiance.
We now repeat the evaluation of this equation in a recursive manner. Our goal is to estimate
the radiance that is gathered to each pixel of the output image, so in the path tracing
algorithm we trace a ray starting from the collecting sensor, such as the eye or a camera.
After finding the first point of intersection ( p) of the ray with the scene, we sample a
direction ωi that belongs to the hemisphere that is located over the point and in the
direction of the surface normal. We use the sampled direction to create a new ray that
traverses the scene until it finds another intersection point (q). We continue the same
method until the ray generation stops due to Russian Roulette or a maximum ray recursion
depth. At each intersection point, we evaluate the value of radiance with the equation No 19
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Stopping condition: In the family of path tracing algorithms if the ray recursion without a
stopping condition then the recursion will continue forever. So the algorithm has to have a
condition that when it is met the procedure should end. One possibility is the use of an
upper limit for the recursion depth. Another one is to stop the ray production when the
contribution of the rest of the path is too low to the total radiance. Finally, we can
stochastically stop the rays after each step of the algorithm using a probability that is
relevant to the importance of the path. This method is called Russian Roulette. Usually most
of the systems use a combination of these techniques. For example, the Russian Roulette is
expected to cut off most of the paths after some iterations, but an upper limit of recursion
or an low limit on the value of projected radiance is applied to stop the rays that may
surpass an upper limit of recursions or have insignificant influence on the final image.
The following pseudo-code outlines the procedure providing a common place between the
various path tracing algorithms.
This function should be called upon each intersection consisting of two parts, the light
sampling which is executed by the directIllumination() function and indirect diffuse
intereflection between the geometry denoted by the indirect Illumination function.
ComputeRadiance(x,dir)
{
Find closest intersection x with the scene;
estimatedRadiance = directIllumination(x,dir) + indirectIllumination(x,dir);
return (estimatedRadiance);
}

The function responsible for light sampling:

direct Illumination(x,dir)
{
estimatedRadiance=0;
for all shadow rays //one for each light
{
Select light source k;
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Sample point on the light source;
estimatedRadiance += Le*BRDF*G(x,y)*V(x,y) / [pdf(k)*pdf(y|k)];
}
return estimatedRadiance / #ofPaths;
}

The intereflection between the geometry:

indirectIllumination(x,dir)
{
estimatedRadiance=0;
Get material properties;
if(no absorption){//Russian Roulette
for(all paths)//N rays in each step
{
sample random direction on hemispehere;
y= traceRay(x, random direction );
//The rendering equation
estimatedRadiance=computeRadiance(y,random direction)*
BRDF*cos/pdf(random direction);
estimatedRadiance /= N; //number of paths,Monte Carlo
estimatedRadiance+=Le(x,phi_i,theta_i);
estimatedRadiance /= (1-absorption);

return (estimatedRadiance)

}
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3.6 The light tracing algorithm
Another way to solve the global illumination problem, is the light tracing method. It was
proposed by J. Arvo in SIGGRAPH 1986 as Backward ray tracing, [Arv86]. Using this method
we start the recursion process from a light source instead of the camera. Our goal is to trace
how much light will eventually hit the camera, instead of gathering the radiance of the paths
that will eventually reach a light source. This approach ensures that the probability of a path
connecting the light and the camera is significantly higher, but generally is used as a part of
other algorithms such as the bidirectional path tracing algorithm.
Two important aspects of this algorithm are the need to convert the projected flux of the
light source to radiance so as to be usable. The relation between radiance and flux is
presented in the relevant paragraph 3.1.4.
The second aspect is the process of selecting the adequate angle using as input angle the
actual output angle, keeping closely the notation of the path tracing procedure.

3.7 The Bidirectional Path Tracing algorithm
Both previous tracing methods can be used to solve the global illumination problem. But
neither is optimal for every rendering scenario. Path tracing have problems with path that
include caustics, generally understates their importance or is unable to simulate them
properly. Caustics appear when light travels through transmitting or specular objects and
finally hit a diffuse surface before reaching the eye. This a low probability but high
contribution lighting scenario and path tracing adds high amounts of noise in the image. On
the contrary light tracing has a preference in caustics whereas performs poorly in most other
cases creating a noisy image. The solution lies in between, by combining the two methods
into a new one that exploits their advantages causing higher conversion speed for the
rendered image.
The Bidirectional Path Tracing algorithm is a combination of the two previous algorithms
initializing the tracing procedure from both ends. We create a path that starts from the
camera: x0, x1,x2,…xn and another path that starts from the sample point on a light source: y0,
y1,y2,…yn . The length of each path can be determined with the stopping condition that was
described in the path tracing algorithm with most powerful condition the Russian Roulette.
The basis of the algorithm is the combination of all the sub-paths that belong to the two
paths to create several paths from the camera to the light source. In this procedure we
need to do a visibility check between the points of the two sub-paths. This is a good
optimization strategy because we create multiple paths by reusing all the points we have
traced in the scene.
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Figure 3.5 Schematic Overview of the bidirectional path tracing process.

The flux through a pixel is estimated by tracing a stochastic path from the light source and
another path from the camera connecting the combination of the respective paths with
shadow rays. A weighted contribution is added for the complete connected paths.

The estimate for the radiance that is provided by this algorithm is :

Note that when the camera path has zero length(s=0) then the light path tracing algorithm is
considered. On the contrary, when the light path has a zero length (t=0) then the algorithm
is equal to the path tracing step.
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3.8 The weight function for path contribution and Multiple Importance Sampling
We can estimate the radiance collected to a point p(a pixel in the final image) as :

Where:
C(s,t) :is the contribution of the combined path which contains the sub-path with length s
from the camera’s side and that with length t from the light’s side.
V(s,t): is the visibility test between the ends of the sub-paths
W(s,t): is the weight of each path
The weighting function has the restriction that the sum of weights must be equal to one.

One naïve way of estimating each path’s contribution is to appoint to each bidirectional path
the same average weight

were Ntotal is the total number of paths that stem from the

combination of the camera and light.
This naive technique of considering each path having the same weight in the contribution
function leads to several inconsistencies. It leads to long and improbable path being
overrepresented into the final image when in the same time paths that include refractive
and reflective material intersection to be underestimated. Also specular surfaces are hard to
evaluate. This approximation creates an overly lit image with excessive unnatural color
bleeding. The solution to this problem is the acquisition of a more sophisticated multiple
importance sampling technique that attributes to each path a more fitting weight to the
final path contribution estimator. As was proposed by Veach in his doctoral thesis [Vea97] ,
the most fitting solution to the contribution estimator for each path is to be appointed with
the total probability of the path to actually happen. Using this estimation of the path
contribution, several problems to which we referred earlier are solved whereas this
technique provides a more intuitively well suited weighting. In the bidirectional path tracing
algorithm we compute the all-paths combination an at each iteration we reestimate the
weight for each path as the probability of it happening.

The multi-sample estimator is then substituted by:
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For this estimate to be unbiased, the weighting functions must satisfy the following
two conditions:
wi

and
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3.9 Comparison between path tracing and bidirectional path tracing

The bidirectional path tracing algorithm generally provides better results than the standard
path tracing algorithm in certain environments. Both algorithms excel at rendering globally
illuminated scenes but the bidirectional version provides substantially better results in
scenes where the light sources are hard to be reached. These cases include mainly the
scenario when the light is entering the scene from a narrow hole or when generally it is not
directly visible from the observer. This characteristic is inherited by the light sub-path that
enhances the probability of a path finally reaching the light. For the same reason, the
bidirectional path tracing algorithm is considered to perform substantially better when light
caustics are present in the scene, caused by refractive or reflective material. Also the
bidirectional path tracing algorithm generally needs less samples to reach the same level of
convergence although each step is computationally heavier than that of a path tracer.

Figure 3.6 In this scene, the light sources are very difficult to reach giving a definite advantage to the
bidirectional path tracer

The following rendered images were rendered via the LuxRender with the same
exact rendering properties for the same duration of time, 1hour and 30 minutes, in
our test machine (i5-2500K @ 4.6GHz and 8GB of RAM). The superiority of the
bidirectional path tracer was evident even from the start, rendering a lot better the
glass caustics under the table and the places in the scene that was hard to reach a
light source using the path tracing method. The scene was designed and is owned by
Daniel Salazar ( 3Developer.com )
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Figure 3.7 Distributed Path tracing
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Figure 3.8 Bidirectional Path tracing
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4. Related Work
4.1 Combinatorial Bidirectional Path-Tracing for Efficient Hybrid CPU/GPU Rendering
Authors:Anthony Pajot, Loïc Barthe1, Mathias Paulin, and Pierre Poulin , Eurographics 2011

Figure 4.1 : Images of a scene with a large dataset (758K triangles, lots of textures) featuring complex lighting
conditions (glossy reflections, caustics, strong indirect lighting, etc.) computed in respectively 50 seconds
(left) and one hour (right). Standard bidirectional path-tracing requires respectively 11 minutes and 13
hours to obtain the same results.

This paper presents a reformulation of bidirectional path-tracing that adequately divides the
algorithm into processes efficiently executed in parallel on both the CPU and the GPU.
Target of this research work is to benefit from optimization techniques, such as double
buffering, batch processing, and asynchronous execution, as well as from maximizing the
CPU ,GPU and memory bus usage and throughput capabilities. Their implementation follows
an opposite approach from the NVIDIA OptiX that is described in this dissertation and used
in the accompanied application. The paper’s approach consists of using the CPU as the main
path tracing processor offloading the computationally heavy work to the GPU in order to
exploit the most out of the CPU. The authors prefer this point of view so as to avoid the
limited complexity of CUDA shaders, rendering models and usable data sets. Using both the
CPU and GPU in a cooperative way can provide a significant gain in rendering performance,
in this case about twelve times the speed of a standard CPU bidirectional path tracer. In this
case of hybrid rendering, the main challenge for a developer is keeping the whole system
fully busy at all times including the CPU , the GPU and the memory bus avoiding the created
overhead. Apart from the computational efficiency, their design delivers relatively low
memory usage and enough scalability for quite complex scenes.
Reviewing their version of the bidirectional path tracing algorithm, we see that they opted
for path sampling on the CPU according to the default algorithm but grouping populations of
NC camera paths and NL into memory blocks. Their decision to use the CPU as the main path
tracing processor is based on the more complex programming capabilities and vast amount
of memory available. Consequently, the two memory blocks are uploaded to the GPU where
the combinational step of the algorithm is handled. The GPU computes the contribution of
each pair of paths splatting NC values to the bidirectional image, and splatting the lighttracing contributions to the light-tracing image. Finally, the authors prove their idea’s
efficiency by several experiments using scenes of variable complexity.
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4.2 CentiLeo Renderer
CentiLeo is a fast interactive out-of-core path tracer that provides high efficiency, especially
with massive scenes with millions of polygons. The out-of-core characteristic means that the
host RAM can be used as supplementary memory in case the GPU’s does not suffice. The
work of the Russian team was presented in August 2011 during the SIGGRAPH 2011 and it is
based on the work of Kirill Garanzha of Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics (Russian
Academy of Sciences). The software showed remarkable results handling very complex
scenes of the magnitude of hundreds of millions polygons at interactive speeds using a
commercial medium range graphics card(NVIDIA GTX480) according to demonstration video
containing a scene of a Boeing aircraft. Unfortunately CentiLeo is still a work in progress and
for this reason, the developers are very frugal with the information they leak to the general
public. Nevertheless, they have disclosed that the software uses GPU path tracing using the
GPU device RAM as a cache for the out-of-core feature. Their CUDA implementation seems
to be fast and flexible and features such as Bidirectional Path tracing, Metropolis Light
Transport and tessellation are supposed to be included into the first future release.

Figure 4.2 Example image rendered from the Centileo renderer using a massive airplane model
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4.3 Dietger van Antwerpen 's work and Brigade Renderer
A presentation of modern GPU path tracers would not be complete without a brief
demonstration of the work of Dietger van Antwerpen. His research field includes GPU
implementations of the most popular algorithms that achieve unbiased physically based
rendering, as well as the introduction of improvements on SIMD Efficiency for Parallel
Monte Carlo Light Transport on the GPU.
In his extensive thesis [DVA2011a], he presents several different GPU implementations,
using the NVIDIA's CUDA framework, of unbiased physically based algorithms in order to
compare them in terms of image quality and efficiency. A hybrid CPU-GPU path tracer is also
presented to outline an intermediate step between the two implementation approaches.
The GPU implemented algorithms include a regular Path tracer, a Bidirectional Path Tracer
and an Energy Redistributed Path Tracer. Notable research contributions of his Master's
thesis were the implementation of the Bidirectional PT on the GPU, which was the first of its
kind, and several improvements on the mutation strategy used with the Metropolis light
transport method in the Energy Redistributed Path Tracer. His results in Multiple
importance sampling improvements as well as a variation of the Bidirectional PT algorithm,
the Streaming BPT are also presented in [DVA2011b].

His pioneering work, along with that of Jacco Bikker and Sam Lapere, is incorporated into the
Brigade 2 Renderer which is an interactive GPU based renderer that implements a series of
algorithms that are also presented in van Antwerpen's research work , creating an
interactive or real time, depending on the scene, high quality path tracing graphics engine
for commercial use [BRI2012]. Graphics Engines that introduce physically accurate real time
methods are expected to become predominant even in the gaming and entertainment
sector of the market in the near to medium future, when the paradigm shift in rendering
graphics will fully take place from the rasterization era to that dominated by path tracing
methods. Another interesting renderer, oriented more for the artistic graphic design
audience is the Octane renderer, which is considered to be a fast, feature rich and high
quality unbiased GPU commercial renderer. It operates solely on the GPU using either path
tracing or direct illumination algorithms. As a commercial product, only a few
implementation details are available.
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Figure 4.3 Image rendered by Dietger Van Antwerpen's thesis renderer

Figure 4.4 Example image of the Brigade renderer
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Figure 4.5 Another example image of the Brigade renderer from the Asian Streets demo that is presented in
SIGGRAPH 2012. Note that the image needs less than 3 seconds to converge to an acceptable level on modern
hardware, at 480p resolution.

Figure 4.6 Example image rendered by the Octane Render GPU commercial renderer
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5.The NVIDIA OptiX framework

5.1 Introduction
The NVIDIA OptiX Path Tracing Application Acceleration Engine, or simply referred to as
NVIDIA OptiX in this report, was presented in the SIGGRAPH 2008 and SIGGRAPH 2009
graphics conventions, in order to address the problem of the lack of a programmable GPUbased general purpose ray tracing API. This API intended to increase the speed of rendering
in ray tracing applications taking advantage of the abundance of computational power
assembled by the most powerful processor of a modern computer, the GPU. Using NVIDIA
CUDA GPU computing architecture and the unmatchable capability of GPUs to process data
in a parallel manner, the OptiX API provides a structured, relatively simple but powerful set
of tools for programmers to create interactive or real time path traced applications without
compensating on the quality of the image or the duration of the rendering procedure so
much as before.
The API, which uses a shader-centric and stateless design, can also be used to accelerate the
implementation of collision detection, A.I. queries and acoustical design in hybrid CPU-GPU
implementations. It is designed to operate either as standalone or in conjunction with an
OpenGL or DirectX application for hybrid ray tracing rasterization applications.
The OptiX engine is composed of two symbiotic parts.
First, a host - based API that defines the environment and the data structures used in raytracing, running on the CPU (Language : C/C++), and second, a CUDA C-based programming
system that can produce new rays, track the intersection of rays with surfaces, and respond
to those intersections. Together, these two pieces provide low-level support for ray tracing.
The programmer is expected to add any functionality through shader-like CUDA C code to
finally have a custom fully functional ray tracer to fulfill one's various needs.
It is useful to note that the OptiX framework is restricted to be executed on NVIDIA’s
Geforce, Tesla and Quadro FX GPUs. The implementation part of this thesis report is using
OptiX version 2.5 alongside with CUDA 4.0 SDK.
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5.2 The programming model
At the core of OptiX resides a powerful abstract ray tracing model, which is based on the
idea of handling the process organization and initialization of the procedure to the host-CPU
code and dividing the essential ray-tracing work into several blocks of shader-like code,
called “Programs”, to be run on the GPU devices.
The host code has the responsibility of containing the programming environment into an
object-based hierarchy and declaring the data structures to be used into the device
programs, such as pre-allocated buffers and variables. There is a “Context” variable, where
all the OptiX application is assembled.
The main objects in the system are:

▪ Context – An instance of a running OptiX engine
▪ Program – A CUDA C function, compiled to NVIDIA’s PTX virtual assembly language
▪ Variable – A name used to pass data from C to OptiX programs
▪ Buffer – A multidimensional array that can be bound to a variable
▪ TextureSampler – One or more buffers bound with an interpolation mechanism
▪ Geometry – One or more primitives that a ray can be intersected with, such as triangles or
other user-defined types
▪ Material – A set of programs executed when a ray intersects with the closest primitive or
potentially closest primitive.
▪ GeometryInstance – A binding between Geometry and Material objects.
▪ Group – A set of objects arranged in a hierarchy
▪ GeometryGroup – A set of GeometryInstance objects
▪ Transform – A hierarchy node representing geometric transformations, which is internally
used to (inversely) transform rays instead
▪ Selector – A programmable hierarchy node that selects which children to traverse
▪ Acceleration – An acceleration structure object that can be bound to a hierarchy node
These objects are created, destroyed, modified and bound exclusively into the host code.
The device programs control the initiation of new rays, the intersection of rays with the
surrounding geometry, the shading of the geometry and the accurate definition of the
contained materials. Each ray carries user-specified information or "payload» that describes
the per-ray data, such as the color of the hit point of intersection, its normal vector or any
other attribute, that is considered to be valuable to the subsequent computations. Those
programs are written in a subset of the CUDA-C programming language, as CUDA-C
functions. Due to the recursive nature of ray tracing, OptiX allows its users to define
programs that are invoked in certain ray tracing events to spawn new rays recursively.
Such programs can be the following:
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Ray Generation – The entry point into the ray tracing pipeline, invoked by the system in
parallel for each pixel, sample or other user-defined work assignment
▪ Exception – Exception handler, invoked for conditions such as stack overflow and other
errors
▪ Closest Hit – Called when a traced ray finds the closest intersection point, such as for
material shading
▪ Any Hit – Called when a traced ray finds a new potentially closest intersection point, such
as for shadow computation
▪ Intersection – Implements a ray-primitive intersection test, invoked during traversal
▪ Bounding Box – Computes a primitive’s world space bounding box, called when the system
builds a new acceleration structure over the geometry
▪ Miss – Called when a traced ray misses all scene geometry
▪ Visit – Called during traversal of a Selector node to determine the children a
Ray will traverse
Between the host and the device subsystems, there is a variable system that handles their
communication and exchange of data. The variables are declared and initialized into the host
code (running on the CPU) and subsequently passed to the device program (i.e. the code
running on the GPU).
Once all of these objects, programs and variables are assembled into a valid context, the ray
generation procedure can be launched, taking as an input the dimensions of the output
buffers. Launching the context several times with different output buffers or different tiles
on the same output buffer is considered as valid.
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5.3 The host API
In the following text we will present briefly the main constituent elements of the host API.
The OptiX Context provides an interface for controlling the setup and the launch of the ray
tracing procedure. It contains all the useful resources for the CUDA code, such as the
buffers, the textures, the geometry, the user-defined ray programs and the various variables
that are needed to be passed to the programs.
Every Context has to declare at least one computational Entry Point, which is associated with
a ray generation program and an exception program. Each Context can contain more Entry
Points, but only one is active at any given moment.
RTcontext context = ...;
rtContextSetEntryPointCount( context, 2 );
RTprogram pinhole_camera = ...;
RTprogram thin_lens_camera = ...;
RTprogram exception =...;
rtContextSetRayGenerationProgram( context, 0,
pinhole_camera );
rtContextSetRayGenerationProgram( context, 1,thin_lens_camera );
rtContextSetExceptionProgram( context, 0, exception);

In this code example, we can see how the Context and Entry Point are declared in the host
code. Note that there are two types of programs, the Ray Generation Program and the
Exception Program.
Inside the OptiX API, several types of rays can be spawned for different purposes. Both the
number of different ray types as well as their behavior is entirely defined by the client
application. The number of distinct rays is left to be defined by the user with the
rtContextSetRayTypeCount() function. Each material is expected to be bound with at
least a pair of ray generation programs.
The following properties may differ among ray types:
▪ The ray payload
▪ The closest hit program of each individual material
▪ The any hit program of each individual material
▪ The miss program

The closest-hit and any-hit programs assigned to materials correspond roughly to shaders in
conventional rendering systems: they are invoked when an intersection is found between a
ray and the scene geometry. They compute the color, the normal or any other property of
the hit-point in question and keep track of the recursion process. Especially, the Any Hit
program spawns shadow rays, which determine if the hit-point is in shadow and define its
color, if it is transparent; whereas the Closest Hit program traces the ray recursion process,
which provides actual lighting upon the surface. A useful program is also the Miss program,
which determines the color of the background (e.g. via an environment map lookup), in the
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case that the ray actually misses to hit any geometry. All the above ray types alter the
contents of the ray payload.
Two ray payload examples are shown below:
Shadow Ray Payload:

struct PerRayData_pathtrace_shadow
{
bool inShadow;
};
Ray Payload:
struct PerRayData_pathtrace
{
optix::float3 origin;
optix::float3 direction;
optix::float3 color;
optix::float3 ffnormal;
float cos1;
float cos2;
float hitDistance;
unsigned int seed;
int depth;
int countEmitted;
int done;
bool inside;
bool isLight;
float probability;
int materialIndex;
};

Apart from the ray generation procedure, the host code declares and encapsulates into its
Context, the Buffers, variables and textures that are to be used into the Programs. On top of
that, the host is responsible for maintaining a global state and organizing the scene into
graphs.
Those scene graphs contain the geometry of the scene, in form of Geometry Instances,
organized into Geometry Groups, alongside their respective Acceleration Structures, used
for the acceleration of the ray intersection queries. Materials are also managed from the
host code, accompanied with a pair of ray generation programs that describe their visual
characteristics.
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5.4 The OptiX Programs
When the organization of the OptiX context is complete and the ray generation process is
initialized from a certain entry point, then the responsibility of computing the actual image is
passed to the GPU through OptiX Program Objects. Those programs are passed to the
application as precompiled PTX files. The PTX is the parallel thread execution virtual
assembly language associated with CUDA. The PTX files are bound to the programs via the
host API:
RTcontext context = ...;
const char *ptx_filename = ...;
const char *program_name = ...;
RTprogram program = ...;
rtProgramCreateFromPTXFile( context, ptx_filename,
function_name, &program );

In this example, a program is created with the rtProgramCreateFromPTXFile()
function and is bound to the OptiX context in the host code.
The communication between the host code and the programs is carried out via the variables
and buffers, which, as aforementioned, are declared into the host code. To access those
elements through the device-executing code, they must be redeclared into the CUDA code,
as follows:
rtDeclareVariable( float, x, , );

Or
rtBuffer<float4, 2>

output_buffer;

There is special category of variables, the attribute variables, that provide to the user a
mechanism for communicating data between the intersection program and the shading
programs (e.g., surface normal, texture coordinates).
For example, the geometric_normal in the code snippet below is already initialized in the
intersection program:
rtDeclareVariable(float3, geometric_normal, attribute geometric_normal, );

The variables that are declared outside the program and into the host code are read-only
with the exception of certain types of buffers.
An example of a ray generation program, describing the operation of a pinhole camera is
provided below:
rtBuffer<uchar4, 2> output_buffer;
rtDeclareVariable( uint2, index, rtLaunchIndex, );
rtDeclareVariable( rtObject, top_object, , );
rtDeclareVariable(float3,
eye, , );
rtDeclareVariable(float3,
U, , );
rtDeclareVariable(float3,
V, , );
rtDeclareVariable(float3,
W, , );
struct Payload
{
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uchar4 result;
};
RT_PROGRAM void pinhole_camera( void )
{
uint2 screen = output_buffer.size();
float2 d = make_float2( index ) /
make_float2( screen ) * 2.f-1.f;
float3 origin = eye;
float3 direction = normalize( d.x*U + d.y*V + W );
optix::Ray ray =
optix::make_Ray( origin, direction, 0,
0.05f, RT_DEFAULT_MAX );
Payload payload;
rtTrace( top_object, ray, payload );
output_buffer[index] = payload.result;
}

The rtTrace( top_object, ray, payload ) function provides the recursion
mechanism.
When the ray interacts with the scene geometry, a closest hit program is called. For
example:
rtDeclareVariable( float3, normal, attribute normal_vec, );
struct Payload
{
float3 result;
};
rtDeclareVariable( Payload, ray_data, rtPayload, );
RT_PROGRAM void closest_hit_program( void )
{
float3 norm;
norm = rtTransformNormal( RT_OBJECT_TO_WORLD, normal );
norm = normalize( norm );
ray_data.result = norm;
}

In a similar fashion, any hit program returns a value for shadow_prd.result that is
defined by the visibility of the hit point and the miss program returns a value that is sampled
from the environment.
Apart from the main programs, that facilitate the ray generation process, OptiX provides the
ability of creating Intersection and Bounding Box programs for the geometric instances that
constitute the scene geometry. The Intersection program reports if the ray intersected with
the geometry, whereas the Bounding Box program accelerates the procedure defining the
geometry’s bounding limits, which are used by the OptiX framework to build the
acceleration structure for the ray-geometry intersection tests.
Reviewing all the procedure from top to bottom, the host code organizes the execution
environment of the application and binds the GPU device programs with their respective ray
operations and orchestrates the computational procedure, which takes place in a shader-like
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fashion in the OptiX CUDA C code on the device. Having all the building blocks neatly
structured, the ray generation and recursion process is carried out in user-defined and
controlled highly programmable manner.
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5.5 Rendered Images and efficiency
When NVIDIA presented the OptiX API, they provided to the programmer community some
code samples to demonstrate the ability of the engine to accomplish the target of high
quality rendered images as quickly as possible, in a highly programmable environment. In
this section, we will present some renders and the execution time that is needed for them to
approximate a reasonably smooth result. The hardware that is used for rendering is already
stated in the introduction of the report.

Figure 5.1. The Cook Scene at 1024X1024 resolution. Rendering time: 2s

Figure 5.2. Cornel Scene, 800X800, with recursion depth of 5. Rendering time: 5s
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The most impressive demonstration of the capabilities of the OptiX engine is the Garage
demo application that was presented at the SIGGRAPH 2008 convention and it is based on
NVIDIA SceniX for the scene representation and OptiX for graphics. The scene consists of a
complex urban environment where famous supercars are placed to be rendered. The used
algorithm was not presented in detail but it is evident that a combination of path tracing
with several post-processing effects are used to produce the outcome.

Figure 5.3. The Garage demo scene at 1024X768 resolution. Rendering time: 2min

Figure 5.4. Another image from the Garage demo. At 1024X768 resolution. Rendering time: 40s
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6. Bidirectional Path tracing using NVIDIA OptiX
Presentation of author’s implementation

In previous chapters, we presented the mathematical and algorithmic framework, the
NVIDIA OptiX API and the most significant work on the field of GPU path tracers. In the
following chapter, we describe our GPU bidirectional path tracing application based on the
OptiX API. The default test machine consists of an Intel i5-2500K, 4-core processor at
4.2GHz, NVIDIA GTX560ti 1GB GPU at 900Mhz and 8GB of DDR3 RAM. When a different
configuration is used, then it is clearly noted. For example, in occasions, a second graphics
card, an NVIDIA GTX460 1GB, is used.
The implementation and any future
http://heart-touching-graphics.blogspot.gr/

work

will

be

posted

on

the

site:

6.1 Architecture and implementation challenges
The main application architecture is as presented in figure 6.1.

Figure 5.1 Application's Architecture

Outlining the implementation’s structure, the scene geometry and camera parameters along
with any OptiX-oriented variables needed, are parsed from an .XML scene file. The scene
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loader gives to the user the ability to load geometry primitives, objects, textures, custom
materials and the Context variables used in OptiX. After loading the scene, host code setups
the Light, Eye and Output buffers. These predefined buffers are necessary in order to solve
the inability of the OptiX API to declare buffers or memory arrays inside the OptiX kernel
code. So the programmer is expected to create any buffer in the host code, which in our
case is needed to store the intermediate steps of the bidirectional path tracing procedure.
The buffer parameters are loaded through the XML file. Concerning the OptiX kernels, the
main OptiX program which implements the main body of the bidirectional algorithm is the
"BDPathTracing". The workload is divided into two procedures the light path tracer and the
camera path tracer, combining the two paths in the main kernel. During the light transfer
computation an additional connecting edge is created to unify the paths, using the
BDconnection kernel. This procedure can be executed using multiple importance sampling.
Generally the final image is rendered consequently using multiple tiles to minimize the
amount of vRAM used and make the handling of large scenes and generally memory
consuming scenes feasible.
In the following paragraphs, the implementation details and features of the renderer will be
presented. We will elaborate on the main bidirectional procedure explaining the selection
of key options and finally there will be a performance discussion and the presentation of any
future optimization goals. The goals of this chapter also include the reader to be able to
understand and extend the accompanying implementation code.
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6.2 Renderer Details
Before presenting the bidirectional path tracing procedure, in this chapter we clarify the
structural elements of the applications that do not interfere immediately with the paths’
creation and most of them are customizable by the user.

6.2.1 Camera model
The simple pinhole camera model is used in this implementation to simulate the light
collecting sensor. This approach suggests that the eye is an infinitely small point. The process
consists of sampling a pixel on the screen , in our case the output frame-buffer. Then the eye
point is connected with the sample to create the first ray to be cast.
The camera model in this renderer can be either the simple pinhole camera model or the
depth of field effect can be used. In general , the depth of field effect is an optics effect,
mostly in filming and photography, in which a lens focuses in a specific modifiable distance
leaving the rest of the photographed area blurred. More precisely , depth of field is the
amount of distance between the nearest and farthest objects that appear in acceptably
sharp focus in the image. In real world photography, the depth of field effect is determined
by the selection of various lens and its presence is inevitable. Traditionally in photography,
the effect is called Bokeh. Inherently, the same effect if present also in the human vision.
In path tracing algorithms, we can simulate the effect by assuming the presence of a thin
lens before the eye point. Instead of sampling each pixel of the output buffer, we sample
this thin lens in a similar way that it is done in the real world.
At first we sample the output buffer creating a sample we call “d”. A temporary ray is
created with origin the eye point and ray direction towards the created sample. We
calculate then the intersection point between the ray and the view-plane and sample the
lens disk for a random sample. The new ray origin is now calculated which defines which is
the apparent position of the ray’s origin.
The follows code snippet is used in the implementation to simulate the effect.
float4 jitter = make_float4(rnd(seed), rnd(seed),rnd(seed), rnd(seed));
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////
size_t2 screen = output_buffer.size();
// pixel sampling
float2 pixel_sample = make_float2(bufferLaunch_index) + make_float2(jitter.x,
jitter.y);
float2 d = pixel_sample / make_float2(screen) * 2.f - 1.f;
// Calculate ray-viewplane intersection point
float3 ray_origin = eye;
float3 ray_direction = d.x*U + d.y*V + W;
float3 ray_target = ray_origin + focal_scale * ray_direction;
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// lens sampling
float2 sample = optix::square_to_disk(make_float2(jitter.z, jitter.w));
ray_origin = ray_origin + aperture_radius * ( sample.x * normalize( U ) +
sample.y * normalize( V ) );
ray_direction = normalize(ray_target - ray_origin);

The “aperture_radius” and the “focal_range” parameters are user-defineable in the scene
descriptor.If aperture radius variable is set to zero then we receive the classic pinhole
camera model.

Rendering example:

Figure 6.2 The ball is in focus (into the focal distance) whereas the background wall is out of focus
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6.2.2 Light sampling
In the implementation three kinds of diffuse lights are used. The user can import into the
scene area lights, spherical lights and point lights. The lights are diffuse sending light equally
in all directions, but the addition of new types of lights using more complex and userdefinable behavior is as simple as adding a new constructor and a sampling function in the
relevant file “lights.cpp” and an identification method for loading in the scene descriptor file.
Lights are loaded at scene loading and a light sample is selected before the light path
creation, which we describe in the next paragraph. Each light type has a separate sampler
function.
When multiple lights are used into the scene, then we can differentiate two distinct
possibilities. In the first case, all light sources cover a non-zero surface. This category of
lights excludes the point-lights, whose total surface area is zero. Point lights do not actually
exist in real world but are consistently used in synthetic scenes. In this case, we compute the
surface of all individual lights and we appoint to each one the probability to be selected to
be equal to the percentage of its surface area over the total area of all light sources.
float dice = rnd(seed);
float tmpVar=0.0;
for(int i=0;i<lights.size();i++)
{
probability = lights[i].computeLightArea()/TotalLightsArea;
tmpVar += probability;
if(dice < tmpVar)
{
probability *=(1.0/2.0*M_PIf);
return i;
}
}

In the opposite case where a point light is included into the scene, then we separate the
lights into two categories: the point lights and the area lights. Then the light sample
selection is carried out in two steps. First, we select one of the two categories, based on the
total brilliance of each light category. For example if the scene contains three lights , of
which one point light, one parallelogram light and one spherical light with emission color of
(1,1,1) in the RGB system, then each one has probability of being selected of 1/3. If an area
light is selected then we follow the procedure that was described earlier. If a point light is
selected then the probability is defined by its emission power.
for(int i=0;i<lights.size();i++)
{
probability =
(lights[i].emission.x+lights[i].emission.y+lights[i].emission.z)/3.0)/TotalLigh
tsBrilliance;
if (lights[i].computeLightArea()==0.0)
{
tmpVar += probability;
if(dice< tmpVar)
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{
probability *=(1.0/M_PIf);
return i;
}
}
}

In both occasions, the light tracing is initiated with a light point and a light direction that are
sampled from the selected light.
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Figure 6.3 The scene is lighted by two lights , an area light and a spherical one

Figure 6.4 Same scene with a third yellowish point light on the right of the Buddha statue
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6.2.3 Tile-based rendering
One of the most deterring characteristics of implementing the bidirectional path tracing
algorithm on a GPU, is the need for storage of all the intermediate steps of the path tracing
procedure from both light and camera paths. The CPU oriented languages, such as C/C++
which is most commonly used, provide dynamic memory allocation mechanisms and the
ability to allocate memory per thread of execution, diminishing the use of memory. On the
contrary, GPU based languages such as CUDA C which is used in the OptiX API do not fully
support memory allocation from inside the execution kernels (per thread). In OptiX’s 2.5
version that is currently used, the feature of dynamic memory allocation inside the kernels is
currently disabled. This feature is difficult to be imported to OptiX due to the arbitrary
number of CUDA threads that are created from the SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data)
part of the execution process. Nevertheless, OptiX buffers must be predeclared with a
constant size in the host code. In our occasion, we need two three dimensional buffers with
width and height the correspondent width and height of the output image and depth equal
to the maximum recursion depth that is user-defined into the scene descriptor. In our
implementation, a relatively high upper limit for depth is predefined but the majority of
paths are stopped due to the complementary Russian roulette. The limit for recursion depth
is indispensable and has to be finite, because it determines the size of the Optix buffers used
in storing the paths that must be predefined in the host code having fixed size, due to
limitations of the API.
For an image of resolution 1000 by 1000 and recursion depth of 5 we need two buffers with
totaling 10 million blocks. Each block contains the necessary data for every step of the
recursion process, that is ray origin, direction, material and texture properties among others.
In is obvious that using such amounts of vRAM, the dedicated GPU RAM is expected to be
inadequate in size even without taking into account the scene itself or the heap’s size.
The following table illustrates the memory consumption of the implementation using the
Cornell Scene, which is simple scene containing two boxes into simple room.
Buffer Size(width X height X recursion depth)
512 X 512 X 5
512 X 512 X 7
800 X 800 X 7
1024 X 1024 X 7
1920 X 1080 X 4

Memory needed
192MB
243MB
523MB
824MB
975MB

The overconsumption of memory in professional graphics cards is overcome by their ability
to use the host RAM memory as an extension of theirs. These card series include Tesla and
Quadro FX professional graphics cards. This technique is referred as Out of Core memory
management.
In the majority of cards which consist of the Geforce Series cards, we resort to tile based
rendering. That is to separate the output buffer into multiple tiles of user-defined smaller
size and render the tiles sequentially.
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The solution for this problem is realized using multiple Optix Context launches in the host
code. Each launch provokes the rendering of each tile.

//Multi-tile rendering for the case of insufficient ram ammount
for(int i=0;i<NoOfTiles.x;i++)
{
for(int j=0;j<NoOfTiles.y;j++)
{
_context["NoOfTiles"]->setInt( i,j);
_context->launch( 0,
static_cast<unsigned int>(launch_index_tileSize.x),
static_cast<unsigned int>(launch_index_tileSize.y)
);
}
}
}

On the device side, a mapping function is used to map the launch index coordinates to the
appropriate tile.
__device__ __inline__ uint2 mapBufferSizes(uint2 outputBufferSize , uint2
tileSize )
{
return make_uint2(outputBufferSize.x%tileSize.x,outputBufferSize.y%tileSize.y);
};

This procedure creates a computational overhead which is small enough to be outweighed
by the benefits in vRAM usage, as illustrated in the following tables. The rendered scene is
the same as before, the Cornell scene. The FPS characteristic is an internal Optix term that
defines the full image computation iterations per second.

Size 512X512

Maximum depth =5

Number of tiles

fps

Vram

1
2
4
8

15,55
15,27
14,83
14,08

192 MB
126 MB
93 MB
77 MB
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Size 800X800

Maximum depth =7

Number of tiles

fps

Vram

1
2
4
8

4,01
3,97
3,93
3,85

523 MB
301 MB
190 MB
134 MB

Size 1024X1024

Maximum depth =7

Number of tiles

fps

Vram

1
2
4
8

2,45
2,45
2,43
2,4

824 MB
460 MB
278 MB
187 MB

And finally using 1920X 1080 X maximum depth 7 using 8 tiles we consume only 317MB
vRAM.
The reader is advised to note that the performance overhead is minimized as the need for
memory is maximized decreasing the memory consumption substantially, so it can be
generally overseen.
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6.2.4 Materials
This implementation deals with surface materials of the included geometry in a
straightforward way. Each geometry object is appointed a material during scene loading.
This material's properties are organized into a "PerRayData_Material" structure and finally
are stored in an one-dimensional buffer, which is passed to the OptiX code. The geometry
instances are connected to the corresponding material through a "materialIndex" variable in
order to avoid storing the whole material properties in each step of the path tracing into the
relevant buffers.
The basic material structure:
struct PerRayData_Material
{
optix::float3 Kd;
optix::float3 Kr;
optix::float3 Kt;
optix::float3 Ks;
float indexOfRefraction;
float exponent;
};

And the code that handles the material buffer passing it to the OptiX kernels:
Buffer materialBuffer
= _context-> createBuffer(RT_BUFFER_INPUT,RT_FORMAT_USER,NoOfMaterials );
materialBuffer->setElementSize( sizeof( PerRayData_Material ) );
memcpy( materialBuffer->map(), sceneMaterials,NoOfMaterials*sizeof(
PerRayData_Material ));
materialBuffer->unmap();
_context["materialBuffer"]->setBuffer( materialBuffer );

Each material is connected with the corresponding geometry with the
void PathTracerScene::setMaterial(...) function that also passes the texture to the
geometry if any is present.
In the current version of this implementation, four distinct material's coefficients are added ,
the diffuse , specular mirror reflection, specular gloss with or without the Schlick metalness
effect and finally the refractive material coefficient, using respectively the Kd, Kr, Ks and Kt
variables. Although this range of materials is not exhaustive, the renderer has the ability of
adding new material coefficients making minimal changes to the code. A new material, apart
from a new distinguishing coefficient variable, only needs a function that calculates the
outgoing ray on an intersection point depending on the incoming ray and the probability of
propagating the ray to that direction. the integration of the new material coefficient into
the selection function is also expected.
If the material of an object is combining several material coefficients , then the selected
material is opted stochastically with the following procedure:
float dice = rnd(current_prd.seed);
current_prd.materialIndex = materialIndex;
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if (dice<Pd )
{
//diffuse coefficient
diffuseCoefficient(current_prd, ray, ffnormal);
}
else if (dice<Pd+Pr )
{
//reflection coefficient
reflectionCoefficient(current_prd, ray, ffnormal);
}
else if (dice<Pd+Pr+Pt )
{
//refraction coefficient
refractionCoefficient(current_prd, ray, ffnormal);
}
else if (dice<Pd+Pr+Pt+Ps )
{
//specular coefficient
specularCoefficient(current_prd, ray, ffnormal);
}

In the following paragraphs we will briefly present the four main material coefficients also
clarifying the way to potentially add new materials.
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6.2.4.1 Diffuse coefficient
Diffuse material are considered the materials that scatter the light uniformly to any direction
independently of the incoming direction of the incident ray. A surface built from a nonabsorbing powder such as plaster, cement , or from fibers such as paper, or from a
polycrystalline material such as white marble, reflects light diffusely with great efficiency.
The visibility of objects is primarily caused by diffuse reflection of light: it is diffuselyscattered light that forms the image of the object in the observer's eye.

The function that estimates that samples the outgoing direction and computes the light
attenuation in a diffuse material intersection needs mainly to sample a random direction on
the hemisphere over the point in question.

Figure 6.5 Visualization of the diffuse reflection

Code snippet:
//The estimator of the diffuse coefficient of the material
__device__ void diffuseCoefficient(PerRayData_pathtrace
&current_prd,optix::Ray ray,float3 ffnormal)
{
float3 hitpoint = ray.origin + t_hit * ray.direction;
current_prd.origin = hitpoint;
if(dot(ray.direction, ffnormal)>0.0)
{
current_prd.attenuation=make_float3(0.0,0.0,0.0);
current_prd.done=true;
}
else
{
current_prd.direction = getUniformSampleHemisphere(ffnormal,
current_prd.seed);
current_prd.countEmitted = false;
current_prd.inside = false;
current_prd.hitDistance =

length(ray.origin - hitpoint);

current_prd.cos1 = dot( ffnormal, -ray.direction );
current_prd.cos2 = dot( ffnormal, current_prd.direction );
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current_prd.ffnormal = ffnormal;
current_prd.probability = 1.0/(M_PIf);
float3 uvw = texcoord; // testing
float3 kd= Kd* make_float3( tex2D( tex_map, uvw.x, uvw.y ) );
current_prd.attenuation = albedo*kd;
}

}

The probability of actually selecting any outgoing direction sample is constant and equal to
.

Figure 6.6 The Stanford Buddha model rendered with diffuse material , placed into the Cornell scene
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6.2.4.2 Reflection coefficient

In the context of this dissertation, when the term "reflection" is used then we are
considering the perfect specular reflection. In this case the outgoing ray direction is always
the direction of the perfect reflection of the incident ray.
The reflection direction is computed as :

where di is the incoming ray's direction and dn is the surface normal.
And the probability for selecting this direction is equal to 1 , as this is the inly direction that
can be selected.

__device__ void reflectionCoefficient(...)
{
.... // non relevant code is omitted
current_prd.direction = normalize( ray.direction - 2.0f*ffnormal* dot(
ffnormal,ray.direction ));
...
current_prd.probability = 1.0;// (2.0*M_PIf);
float3 uvw = texcoord; // testing
float3 kr= Kr* make_float3( tex2D( tex_map, uvw.x, uvw.y ) );
current_prd.attenuation = albedo*kr;
}
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Figure 6.7 The Cornell scene with the Stanford Buddha model with pure reflective material, with reflective
background
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6.2.4.3 Refraction coefficient

The refraction coefficient (Kt )handles the cases of ray intersection with transparent
surfaces. The refraction procedure that is included, is the simple clear refraction that obeys
the basic Snell laws of refraction optics. This kind of material produces clear glass-like
objects. More complex refraction methods that produce a dull glass material or subsurface
scattering are not yet included. The dispersion effect, that is the spectral analysis on a light
beam when passing through a refractive material, is also not implemented yet. Finally, the
refractive material needs the index of refraction to be declared in the scene file .
Outlining the refraction coefficient function, we have to determine if the ray-geometry
intersection is happening inside or on the outside of the refractive object, that is if the ray is
entering or leaving the material. By this way, we define the final value of the index of
refraction in the Snell equations. In the former case, the index of refraction is used as is. In
the latter, we use the value :

Consequently, the relevant OptiX functions( optix::refract(...) and optix::reflect(...) ) are used
to determine either if the ray will be refracted or internally reflected when the angle of
incidence exceeds the critical angle.

Figure 6.8 Visualization of refraction optics
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For either the two scenarios the probability of actually happening is equal to one, due to the
deterministic nature of the event.

Code sample from the refraction coefficient function:

_device__ void
{
....

refractionCoefficient(...)

if(!current_prd.inside)//if the ray is entering a material with lower i.o.r.
{
_n2=make_float3(indexOfRefraction);
_n1=make_float3(1.0,1.0,1.0);
}
else//reverse the n1 and n2 variables
{
_n1= make_float3(indexOfRefraction,);
_n2= make_float3(1.0,1.0,1.0);
}
float

ior= n2/n1;

//for either refraction or internal reflection reinitialize the ray direction
if(refract(current_prd.direction, ray.direction, ffnormal, ior))
{
}
else//internal reflection
{
current_prd.direction = reflect(ray.direction, -ffnormal);
}
...
...
current_prd.probability = 1.0;
float3 uvw = texcoord;
kt*= make_float3( tex2D( tex_map, uvw.x, uvw.y ) );
current_prd.attenuation = albedo*kt;
}
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Figure 6.9 A similar Cornel scene with the previous examples, using a refractive material for the ball and the
Buddha model.
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6.2.4.4 Specular gloss coefficient

The specular gloss coefficient implements the Phong model for glossy surfaces , providing a
glossy feel to otherwise diffuse surfaces. In this renderer the Schlick metallic coefficient is
added to give a more metallic appearance to the resulting material. According to Phong's
algorithm, the outgoing ray direction at the intersection point deviates around the perfect
specular reflection direction. The strictness of this deviation is restricted by an exponent
variable. This technique uses a power of the cosine of the angle θ between the reflected and
the sampled direction.

As the exponent is rising the material tends to simulate the perfect reflection, whereas a
low exponent leads to the material being similar to diffuse material. Generally this particular
material is used to simulate metallic surfaces or generally surfaces that tend to reflect light
creating a softer gloss effect.
The selection of the probability density function is not a trivial task in this kind of materials
in a path tracer. The mathematically correct function, that is also presented in GPU GEMS
3[GG3 2011] , demands that the probability is equal to :

In practice, using this probability density function proved to be very slow to converge in real
world tests with this current renderer providing even producing salt-like noise especially
with higher exponents.
The most fitting probability density function that was produced through experimentation
and seams to create acceptable results is :

It performs well up until exponent values of 100 or more.
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To add a more metallic feeling to the material an added metalness coefficient can be added
to the final value. This coefficient is created according to the Schlick method using the
default Fresnel coefficient functions provided by the OptiX engine.

Code sample for the Specular coefficient kernel:
//The estimator of the specular coefficient of the material
__device__ void specularCoefficient(PerRayData_pathtrace &current_prd,optix::Ray
ray,float3 ffnormal)
{
...
float3 reflection_dir = reflect(ray.direction, ffnormal);
float3 U, V,W ;
// float exponent= materialBuffer[current_prd.materialIndex].exponent;
createONB( reflection_dir,U,V,W );
float2 sample= make_float2(rnd(current_prd.seed),rnd(current_prd.seed));

mapToDisk(sample );
sample.y=abs(sample.y);
current_prd.direction=
normalize(sample_phong_lobe( sample,exponent, U,V,W ));
//Schlick metalness coefficient
float3 metalness =fresnel_schlick(dot( ffnormal, -ray.direction
),5,make_float3(0.0,0.00,0.0), make_float3(1.0,1.0,1.0
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
...
//GPU GEMS 3 proposal
// current_prd.probability =
//(exponent+1)*powf(abs(dot(reflection_dir,current_prd.direction)),exponent)/(2.0*M
//_PIf)
;
//Our Proposal

float tmp = exp(-0.02*exponent);
tmp*=0.7*tmp;
tmp+=0.1;
current_prd.probability =
(0.05+0.95*powf(abs(dot(reflection_dir,current_prd.direction)),exponent))/tmp;

float3 uvw = texcoord; // testing
float3 ks= Ks* make_float3( tex2D( tex_map, uvw.x, uvw.y ) );
current_prd.attenuation = albedo*(ks+ metalness);

}
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Figure 6.10 Schlick approximation for glossy material on the left, Phong on the right

Figure 6.11 The previously used scene with the Buddha model and the ball using specular gloss material .
Exponent is 30
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Figure 6.12 Same scene using a lower exponent equal to 2.
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Figure 6.13 The same scene using as PDF ,the proposed by GPU GEMS 3 with exponent 50
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6.2.5 Environment mapping
Environment mapping is also included in this implementation. Environment mapping is the
procedure when a texture is applied to the horizon of our scene so as to emulate the
presence of objects or light sources that are far away. This feature is added to complement
the "miss" kernel, that is the OptiX kernel which is responsible for handling the event of a
ray missing the scene geometry. In the case when a ray misses the scene geometry a
environment map is sampled to provide an attenuation factor for this path. Environment
mapping provides visual results only for the camera path tracing step.
Code example:
rtTextureSampler<float4, 2> envmap;
RT_PROGRAM void miss()
{
float
float
float
float

theta
phi
u
v

=
=
=
=

atan2f( ray.direction.x, ray.direction.z );
M_PIf * 0.5f - acosf( ray.direction.y );
(theta + M_PIf) * (0.5f * M_1_PIf);
0.5f * ( 1.0f + sin(phi) );

current_prd.attenuation= bg_color* make_float3( tex2D(envmap, u, v) );
current_prd.probability= 1.0/(2.0*M_PIf);
current_prd.done = true;
current_prd.missed=true;
}

Figure 6.14 The Stanford dragon using refractive material ,floating over an environmentally mapped
background
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Figure 6.15 The above rendered image presents the four default materials and the environment mapping
technique
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6.2.6 The Scene loader
Description of scene geometry and various parameters concerning the materials , the OptiX
context initialization variables, the lights as well as the camera model, are included into a
scene file that is loaded into the renderer before the rendering procedure. At the current
phase of code refinement, the scene file is in .XML format and it is parsed using the free
open-source pugiXML parsing engine created by Arseny Kapoulkine. Future plans include
the introduction of the same scene loader that is used by the Brilliance Path Tracing engine
created by Dr. Georgios Papaioannou for compatibility reasons.
At this point, the scene file is intuitively divided into two parts. The first part includes the
mandatory fields of the scene properties, such as the context parameterization , the camera
variables and at least one light , one material and one geometry instance. Secondly, the user
can add an arbitrary number of materials , textures or lights, as well as geometric instances.
The geometry that can be loaded via this loader can be in the form of Wavefront .OBJ
models or some basic shapes such as parallelograms or spheres. The textures have to be in
the form of .PPM files as this is the default file type that is natively loaded through OptiX.
Note that the geometry data files must be located into the adequate ./data folder. The
collision detection between the geometry and the rays is calculated by default using the
Bounding Volumes Hierarchy implementation provided by Nvidia.

The variables that are needed to be declared into the scene file are the following, divided
according to the corresponding XML block. Into the context block, the user has to declare
the width and height of the output rendered image along with the maximum recursion
depth(variables: width ,height,max_depth ). The number of samples per pixel between each
rendered frame is also needed(sqrt_num_samples) but the default value of 1 is in most
cases the best solution as it gives a smoother movement to the camera. The background
color or environment map is also needed, as well as the color signifying the error when
rendering a pixel. (bad_color ,bg_color, envmap_map). At last, the tile rendering system
variables are expected (launch_index_tileSize , NoOfTiles).
Moving on to the camera variables, the user must provide information about the eye
position (eye) , the direction of the camera (lookAt) and the orientation of the scene, giving
a value for the vector that determines where is "up".(up). Also, the depth of field has to be
parametrized. (fov, dof_apperture, dof_focal_distance)
Next step is to declare the materials and the lights.Each material needs an id number and
values for the various coefficient variables(Kd,Kr,Ks,Kt, phong exponent and
index_of_refraction). A material name is optional.
The light definition now needs a description of the geometry of the light either if it is a point
light , a spherical diffuse light or an area rectangular light. (point,v1 and v2 or radius ) The
emission intensity and light color must be declared as well as the type of the light. (emission,
lightType).
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Each texture description contains the filename , that has to be a .PPM file and the texture id.
A texture name is optional.(file,id,name)

Each geometry instance needs a color, a texture and a material to be defined
(texId,materialId,color). The description of the geometry can include a sphere defined by the
point of the center and the radius (point,radius), a parallelogram that needs a point and two
vector needed to form the shape(point,v1,v2). At last the .OBJ object meshes need a
filename and the clarification if this model will use the material in the accompanying .mtl or
a custom material. (name, has_own_material)
Scene file minimal example:
<scene >
<context>
<context_variables width= "500" height = "500" sqrt_num_samples ="1" scene_epsilon ="0.001"
max_depth = "7" rr_begin_depth = "2" bad_color ="0.0 0.0 0.0" bg_color = "0.0 0.0 0.0" envmap_map =
"CedarCity.ppm"
launch_index_tileSize = "500 500" NoOfTiles="1 1" X = "1">
</context_variables>
</context>
<camera>
<camera_variables eye ="278.0 273.0.0 -800.0.0" LookAt = "278.0 273.0 0.0 " up = "0.0 1.0 0.0"
fov="35.0"
dof_aperture = "0.00" dof_focaldistance ="1.5" ></camera_variables>
</camera>
<materials>
<material name = "DIFFUSE"
0.0 0.0"></material>
</materials>

id = "0" Kd = "1.0 1.0 1.0" Kr = "0.0 0.0 0.0" Kt = "0.0 0.0 0.0" Ks = "0.0

<lights>
<light point = "230.0 300.0 280.0" emission = "0.7 0.7 0.7" lightType = "1" radius = "10.0" ></light>
</lights>
<images>
<image name = "fish" id = "0" file = "RantyuT.ppm"> </image>
</images>
<parallelograms>
<parallelogram name ="floor" v1 ="0.0 0.0 0.0" v2 = "0.0 0.0 559.2" v3 = "556.0 0.0 0.0" materialId="0"
color = "0.8 0.8 0.8"> </parallelogram>
</parallelograms>
<spheres>
<sphere v1 ="180.0 225.0 210.0" radius= "45.0" materialId="2" color = "1.0 1.0 1.0" ></sphere>
</spheres>
<objects>
<objMesh filename = "dragon.obj" has_own_material = "false" materialId="2" > </objMesh>
</objects>
</scene>

In the XML code, xml data are categorized into groups that include objects of the same type,
with the first four categories being mandatory to initialize the renderer.
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6.3 The bidirectional path tracer

As we described in the relevant chapters 3.5 -3.7 of this dissertation, the Bidirectional Path
tracing algorithm is separated into three distinct steps. At first we trace a path starting from
the eye storing the intermediate results in a buffer ,we call it EyeBuffer and secondly we
trace a path from the light source storing the intermediate results in a buffer, called
LightBuffer. In the end, all sub-paths are combined to determine the incoming radiance for a
pixel. In our implementation we do not deviate much from this norm and the procedure is
located in the BDPathTracing() program.
At first, we trace the path, starting from the eye (EyePath). We sample the first point to be
on the view-plane, taking account if the depth of field effect is used. A ray is created and the
recursive rtTrace() procedure is called. rtTrace is the most important procedure of the OptiX
API, tracing a ray until it finds an intersection or misses to hit any geometry. If an
intersection is found then the adequate material program is called, which was described in
the previous paragraph 6.2, or if the ray misses to hit any geometry the “miss” program, as it
was described in the relative OptiX chapter.
The results of the action in every step are stored in a BDPathNode structure object and they
are stored in the respective buffer. We remind that each buffer has pre-allocated a group of
memory blocks each having the size of BDPathNode.

struct BDPathNode
{
optix::float3 origin;
float cosin;
optix::float3 ffnormal;
float probability;
optix::float3 contribution;
float hitDistance;
int materialIndex;
bool inside;
};

The resulted buffers are combined according to the bidirectional path tracing algorithm in a
final step which can optionally apply multiple importance sampling , a procedure that is
highly proposed.
In the following paragraphs we will try to shed light on the steps of the process and present
their implementation in the current renderer.
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6.3.1 Eye path creation
The process starts by selecting the first sample from the eye point of view , as described in
paragraph 6.2.1. After this selection, the camera path tracer is initiated by calling the
appropriate function returning the actual recursion depth.
int eyeDepth = pathtrace_camera(ray_origin,ray_direction,hitLight, seed);

The path tracing function consists of a loop that repeatedly traces new rays creating a path
with stochastic number of nodes. Initially the first pair of ray origin and direction is traced
into the scene by the built-in rtTrace() OptiX function. As was presented in the relevant
chapter, this function, being the backbone of the OptiX ray tracing process, traces our ray
until its first intersection with the scene geometry or until it is certified to have missed it
completely. Upon the intersection or the miss event, the adequate program is called. These
two programs are ,respectively, the attenuationCalculator() and the miss() programs. The
attenuation calculator is responsible for calling stochastically the material functions as
described in paragraph 6.2.4 . On the other hand the miss program undertakes the handling
of the environment mapping or simply applying the background color as presented in
paragraph 6.2.5.
The iteration is limited by an upper depth limit declared into the scene file and by a Russian
Roulette procedure which after each step stochastically stops the process.
The results of each iteration are saved into the camera buffer in order to be used in the final
combinatorial step of the algorithm. Each block i, contains the data that correspond to the
sub-path with depth i , using this approach to conserve memory and evade the
computational complexity of a nested "for" loop in the final step of the algorithm.

__device__ int pathtrace_camera(...)
{
PerRayData_pathtrace prd;
//The prd variable contains the per-ray data needed for the recursion hops
prd.attenuation = make_float3(1.0f);
...//initialize prd variable
int i=0;
uint3 index = make_uint3(mapBufferSizes(launch_index , launch_index_tileSize ),0);
//Initialization of the first element of the buffer, the camera element.
BDpathEye[index].origin = ray_origin;
....//initialize the first memmory block
for(i=1; i<max_depth;i++)
//The recursive eye path tracing procedure
{
Ray ray = make_Ray(ray_origin, ray_direction, pathtrace_ray_type, scene_epsilon,
RT_DEFAULT_MAX);//create the ray
rtTrace(top_object, ray, prd);//trace the ray
uint3 prevIndex =make_uint3(mapBufferSizes(launch_index , launch_index_tileSize ),i-1);
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if(prd.done)
{

//if the path tracing is over...a stopping condition is reached

BDpathEye[index].contribution = BDpathEye[prevIndex].contribution*prd.cos2 *
prd.attenuation/prd.probability;
BDpathEye[index].probability=BDpathEye[prevIndex].probability*prd.probability;
break;
}

//Saving the gathered light information to the buffer
uint3 index = make_uint3(mapBufferSizes(launch_index , launch_index_tileSize ), i);
BDpathEye[index].hitDistance = prd.hitDistance;
BDpathEye[index].origin = prd.origin;
BDpathEye[index].cosin=abs(prd.cos2);
BDpathEye[index].contribution =
BDpathEye[prevIndex].contribution*BDpathEye[index].cosin * prd.attenuation/(prd.probability);
BDpathEye[index].probability=BDpathEye[prevIndex].probability*prd.probability;
BDpathEye[index].ffnormal = prd.ffnormal;
BDpathEye[index].materialIndex=prd.materialIndex;
BDpathEye[index].inside = prd.inside;
BDpathEye[index].missed=false;
prd.depth++;
ray_origin = prd.origin;
ray_direction = prd.direction;
// Russian Roulette to randomly stop ray tracing
if(prd.depth >= rr_begin_depth)
{
float pcont = max(prd.attenuation);
if(rnd(prd.seed) >= pcont)
{
break;
}
prd.attenuation /= pcont;
}
} // eye ray
seed = prd.seed;
hitLight =prd.isLight;
BDpathEye[index].missed=prd.missed;
return i;
}

Note that as an input angle, we consider the angle that connects each node with the next
one instead of the opposite, because in the combinatorial part of the algorithm all the paths
are supposed to start from the light and reach the view-plane.
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6.3.2 Light path creation
A relatively similar process takes place from the viewing point of the light, but in a reverse
mode. The light sources are sampled, to get a starting point and an initial direction as
described in paragraph 6.2.2. Then, the converted flux to radiance of each intersection point
is stored in the respective light buffer exactly with the same manner as the camera path.
//2nd Step : Light-Path
int lightDepth = pathtrace_light(seed);

6.4 Sub-paths combination and path connection
The main part of the algorithm is executed in RT_PROGRAM void BDPathTracing() function
this function successively calls the camera path creator function and the light path creator. If
the camera path reaches the light then the creation of lights paths is omitted.
After the path creation we execute the all sub-paths combination connecting each eye subpath with each light sub-path. The direct connection of the light paths with the view-plane
pixels is not implemented at this time, but it considered as the first addition that will be
implemented.

Each connected path is appointed its corresponding weight. The user can implement the
multiple importance sampling function of his own, but in this implementation the sub-path
weight is considered to be equal with the probability of each path actually happening.
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Code sample from the combinatorial step:
for (int eye=1; eye<eyeDepth; eye++)
{
uint3 eyeIndex =make_uint3(mapBufferSizes(launch_index , launch_index_tileSize ),eye);
uint3 eyeIndexPrev =make_uint3(mapBufferSizes(launch_index , launch_index_tileSize
),eye-1);
double pathWeight=1.0;
if(BDpathEye[eyeIndexPrev].missed)
{
pathWeight*= BDpathEye[eyeIndex].probability;
tmpColor+=BDpathEye[eyeIndexPrev].probability*pathWeight*BDpathEye[eyeIndexPrev].contribution;
totalWeight+=

pathWeight;

}
else
{
for(int light=0; light<lightDepth; light++)
{
contrib=make_float3(1.0,1.0,1.0);
uint3 lightIndex =make_uint3(mapBufferSizes(launch_index , launch_index_tileSize
),light);
pathWeight*= BDpathLight[lightIndex].probability;
float probability=1.0;

contrib *= BDconnection(light,eye,seed,probability); // get the
contribution of the connection between the paths
pathWeight*= probability;
pathWeight*= BDpathEye[eyeIndexPrev].probability;
if(!MIS)
tmpColor+=contrib;
else
tmpColor+=pathWeight*contrib;

//compute the final importance of the

path
}//for light
}//else
}//for eye
tmpColor/=(float)(lightDepth*eyeDepth);
}
color += tmpColor;
} while (--samples_per_pixel);
// final combination

float3 pixel_color = color/(float)(sqrt_num_samples*sqrt_num_samples);
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The most important function in the combinatorial step is :
contrib *= BDconnection(light,eye,seed,probability);

This bidirectional connection function is responsible of creating the connection between the
camera and the light sub-paths. Depending on the material properties of the two fringe
nodes , this function computes the probability of connecting the sub-paths if the visibility
test between them is passed.
This probability of connection is computed by the material() function, that regulates the
probability depending on the material properties and the input and output ray direction on
the two nodes in question. The probabilities are computed in the same way as in the
material coefficient functions presented in the 6.2.4 paragraph of this chapter.
Sample code from the BDconnection function:
if(!shadow_prd.inShadow)
{
if (BDpathEye[eyeIndex].cosin==0.0)
return make_float3(0.0,0.0,0.0);
uint3 eyeIndexPrev
= make_uint3(mapBufferSizes(launch_index ,
launch_index_tileSize ),eD-1);
float3 t = BDpathEye[eyeIndex].origin -BDpathEye[eyeIndexPrev].origin;
if(length(t)==0.0)
probability=0.0;
else
probability
= material(BDpathEye[eyeIndex],normalize(
BDpathEye[eyeIndex].origin -BDpathEye[eyeIndexPrev].origin),dir ,seed);
if(lD !=0)
{
uint3 lightIndexPrev
= make_uint3(mapBufferSizes(launch_index ,
launch_index_tileSize ),lD-1);
t = BDpathLight[lightIndex].origin BDpathLight[lightIndexPrev].origin;
if(length(t)==0.0)
probability=0.0;
else
probability *=
material(BDpathLight[lightIndex],normalize( BDpathLight[lightIndex].origin BDpathLight[lightIndexPrev].origin),-dir ,seed);
}
else
probability*=1.0;
if(probability==0.0)
return make_float3(0.0,0.0,0.0);
float cosin2=dot(BDpathEye[eyeIndex].ffnormal,dir );

float3 contrib =BDpathLight[lightIndex].contribution * (cosin2/
BDpathEye[eyeIndex].cosin) * BDpathEye[eyeIndex].contribution
;
return contrib;
}
else
return make_float3(0.0,0.0,0.0);
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6.5 Example renders
In this section we will present some renders that are representative of the various materials.

Figure 6.16 Same scene left to render for 2seconds (up) and 1 minute (below)
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Figure 6.17 Environment mapping example , using a silverish specular material and a clear refractive
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Figure 6.18 The light source is trapped inside the tall box . Note that the light is also blocked by the
parallelogram over the box

The following images demonstrate the specular material visual performance as the Phong
exponent is increasing. Its rendered picture was allowed 5 seconds. The same scene was
used to create a fair comparison environment.
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Figure 6.19 Exponent :1

Figure 6.20 Exponent :3
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Figure 6.21 Exponent: 6

Figure 6.22 Exponent:15
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Figure 6.23 Exponent: 30
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6.6 Performance discussion

In this paragraph, we will present the performance characteristics of the renderer
concerning convergence speed depending on time and samples per pixel. The metric that is
used is the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and it was automatically computed by the
ImageMagick image manipulation software. The results are compared against a fully
converged image left to render for at least ten to fifteen minutes.
The example scene that is used in this paragraph is the Cornell with a Buddha statue , the
same used throughout the chapter 6. We will test its efficiency using different materials on
the Buddha statue model and at the same time different maximum depths of path tracing
recursion.
Intuitively, the convergence to an acceptable image needed from 3-20 seconds depending
on the materials that were used and predominantly the size of the rendered image and the
recursion depth. The method to find the geometry-ray intersection in the scene is the
Bounding Volumes Hierarchy method, which is already implemented into OptiX and
therefore its performance will not be studied in this paragraph. We also see that there are
no irregularities concerning the convergence speed of the image that are depending on the
material of the scene.
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Figure 6.24 The rendering speed in the example was 4,07 Samples Per Pixel Per Second (SPPps)
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Cornell with Diffuse Buddha , Resolution 800X800 with maximum depth 4
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Figure 6.24 The rendering speed in the example was 5.35 SPPps

Cornell withSpecular Buddha , Resolution 800X800 with maximum depth 4
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Figure 6.25 The rendering speed in the example was 5.29 SPPps
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Cornell with Refractive Buddha , Resolution 800X800 with maximum depth 6
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Figure 6.26 The rendering speed in the example was 2.68 SPPps

Another interesting aspect performance-wise would be the behavior of the renderer's
performance and memory consumption efficiency depending on the maximum depth that is
used. The following diagrams contain results for the same test with the Cornell and Buddha
scene for two different resolutions 400X400 and 800X800 and plot the results to illustrate
the relation between the SPPps and vRAM consumption versus recursion depth.
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Cornell-Buddha scene with Resolution: 400X400
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Figure 6.27 Illustration of the relation between memory consumption , speed and maximum recursion depth

Cornell-Buddha scene with Resolution 800X800
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Figure 6.28 Illustration of the relation between memory consumption , speed and maximum recursion depth
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The final performance metric that will be presented will be the relation between

memory consumption and rendering speed for various image resolutions ranging
from 200X200 to 1000X1000 with a fixed maximum depth of 5.
Speed and memory consumption depending on resolution
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Figure 6.29 Note that the behavior is quadratic for both metrics, which is predictable due to the nature of
image rendering. No other computational overhead exists.
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The reference images that were used for the tests are the following:

Figure 6.30 Cornell-Refractive Buddha

Figure 6.31 Cornell -Reflective Buddha
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Figure 6.32 Cornell-Diffuse Buddha

Figure 6.33 Cornell-Specular Buddha
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7. Conclusion -Future work
In this dissertation, we have presented the bidirectional path tracing algorithm along with its
theoretical prerequisites, summarizing the evolution of path traced graphics. We showed
that the intense work on this field of computer graphics designate the growing importance
of path traced graphics. The GPUs are getting more powerful and more programmable with
every generation, so the burden of computing highly parallel and relatively heavy tasks, such
as path tracing is leaning towards them. Therefore, the theoretical presentation was
accompanied by a GPU implementation aiming to prove the feasibility of an efficient GPU
based bidirectional path tracer. The implementation, which used the NVIDIA’s OptiX API,
achieved to implement the basic scene materials, light behavior and geometry objects that
constitute a generic graphics scene path tracer. Nevertheless, a graphics renderer
implementation is subject to a number of future optimizations and additions. It would be
interesting to combine this algorithm with more sampling techniques, such as the
Metropolis Light Transport. The application is flexible enough for the user to easily add new
materials, geometry objects or lights with user-defined properties. The addition of
volumetric effects and visual effects, other than the depth of field, is considered as a viable
next step. Finally, a major leap forward would be a combinatorial hybrid CPU-GPU renderer
able to take advantage of the vast ray tracing capabilities of the GPU to create the light and
camera paths offloading the computation burden of the bidirectional connection and the
importance sampling stage of all-path combination to the CPU.
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